where the α constants are the weights of the restraints using during the MD simulations. In all the restrained simulations, the α values were increased from zero to a maximum value during the initial 20 ns (equilibration phase) of the simulations and remained constant for 30 ns (sampling phase). We tested several different values of the equilibrium α constants and found that the optimal values were 50 J/(mol • ppm 2 ) and 2000 J/(mol • kHz 2 ) for α CSA and α DC , respectively. In particular, these values allowed a convergence of the simulations without adding frustration to the conformational sampling. To account for the experimental errors, δ Exp , the harmonic restraints have been modified with a flat-bottom potential, where no restraining force is applied within the experimental error limits from the measured values. To implement a flat bottom potential, the difference between experimental and calculated observables is given by: 
Setup for the restrained simulations of Sarcolipin in DOPC bilayer. SLN is a ~4 kDa protein of sequence MGINTRELFLNFTIVLITVILMWLLVRSYQY. As a starting structure, we chosen our recently determined SLN structure obtained from MAS and oriented ssNMR data and refined in XPLOR-NIH (1) using our previously described protocol (2, 3) . This structure presents tilt and azimuthal values of ~23 and ~29 degrees, respectively (the second calculated using the Cα atom of W23, see caption of Figure 2 for further details). For the protein atoms potential (V FF ), we utilized the AMBER99SB force field (4) with corrections on backbone (5) and side chains (6) dihedral angles. For the DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) lipid molecules, we used the all-atom generalized AMBER force field (GAFF) (7) . Control simulations were made using different force field for the DOPC lipids (ref) or using POPC lipids (ref) . To build the membrane bound SLN model, the protein structure was embedded in a lipid bilayer consisting of 72 DOPC molecules (http://lipidbook.bioch.ox.ac.uk/package/show/id/32.html) equilibrated at for 100 ns in NPT ensemble. The final models were obtained by using the g_membed method (8) . The protein/lipid-bilayer system was solvated using Tip4pEW (9) water models. SLN in DOPC bilayer was equilibrated with 50 ns of MD simulations at 300K (NPT ensemble, see the above parameters). The position of the protein heavy atoms was restrained using a force constant of 1000 kJ/(mol • nm 2 ). The resulting system box after equilibration was 4.58 x 4.61 x 8.43 nm 3 , with 3,373 water molecules for a total of 21,355 atoms. The ssNMR restrained MD simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble by weak coupling the pressure and temperature with external baths. Temperature coupling was performed with the V-rescale method (10), coupling constant of 0.1 ps and at a reference temperature of 300K. The pressure was kept constant using the Berendsen method (11), with semi-isotropic coupling method (i.e., which couples separately the XY and the Z dimensions) with a coupling constant of 1.0 ps and at a reference pressure of 1 bar. Compressibility values were set to 4.5 X 10 -5 bar -1 for both the XY and the Z couplings. Electrostatic interactions were treated by using the particle mesh Ewald method (12) . The integration step for the simulations was 2 fs and the restraints were applied at each integration step. All MD simulations were carried out for 50 ns using periodic boundary conditions and adopting LINCS as a constraint algorithm (13) .
MD setup of PLN in DOPC bilayer. PLN is a ~7 kDa protein of sequence AMEKVQYLTRSAIRRASTIEMPQQARQNLQNLFINFALILIFLLLIAIIVMLL. Refinement of phospholamban (PLN) in explicit lipid bilayers was performed using molecular dynamics simulations restrained by replica-averaged NMR restraints (see next section). As a starting structure, we chosen our recently determined PLN structure (PDB code: 2kb7) obtained by hybrid solution NMR and oriented ssNMR data and refined with XPLOR-NIH (14) using our previously described protocol (2, 3) . To build the membrane bound PLN model, the protein structure was embedded in a lipid bilayer consisting of 112 DOPC molecules, which we equilibrated for 100 ns in NPT ensemble. The protein-lipid model was obtained by using the g_membed method (8) . This model of PLN in DOPC bilayer was then equilibrated with 50 ns of MD simulations at 300K (NPT ensemble, see the above parameters). The position of the protein heavy atoms was restrained using a force constant of 1000 kJ/(mol • nm 2 ). Additional 64 ns of unrestrained simulations were performed and structures were collected at intervals of 4 ns to obtain the initial 16 structures for ensemble-averaged simulations (see below). Ensemble-averaged restrained simulations were performed using force field parameters and MD setup as for SLN.
Ensemble-averaged restraining potentials. Replica averages simulations are optimal to account for multiple conformations in fast exchange and consist in several copies, "replicas", of the system evolving simultaneously. At each timestep, the calculated experimental data is averaged over M replicas:
In order to reproduce the time and ensemble averaging that is implicit in NMR measurements, 16 molecules (replicas) were simulated simultaneously, and NMR parameters were back-calculated as average values over them in order to compute restraining forces. The choice of the number of replicas was made using the synthetic ensemble approach (15, 16) . A brief description of this calibration is given below. Using an extensively tested protocol (15) (16) (17) (18) , the replica-averaged sampling was performed using temperature-annealing cycles. Every cycle was run for 500 ps per replica by starting at 300 K and raising the temperature to 400 K to explore conformations and finally by gently cooling the temperature to 300 K where a final production period of 100 ps was employed to collect structures for the ensemble. When the system temperature was raised, the restraining forces were reduced. In total we performed 100 annealing cycles. The initial 20 cycles were disclosed from the analysis. 10 structures per cycle per replica were collected totalling 12800 structures.
Calibration of the replica-averaged simulations.
To calibrate the optimal number of replicas and to minimize over-fitting and over-restraining errors that can occur in replica-averaged restrained MD simulations, we used the synthetic ensemble approach (15, 16) . Briefly, in this calibration a "reference ensemble" was generated at first by using molecular dynamics simulations of PLN in DOPC bilayer and by employing the OPLS force field. A set of CSA and DC values is then back-calculated from the structures of the reference ensemble. These CSA and DC values where therefore used as restraints in replica-averaged restrained MD of PLN using the AMBER99SB force field (4) with corrections on backbone (5) and side chains (6) dihedral angles. DOPC and water molecules were treated in the same manner in the reference and restrained ensembles. In the absence of the CSA and DC restraints, the second force field gives rise to an ensemble of conformations (unrestrained-ensemble) that are different from the reference ensemble (Figure S9 A) . The presence of the CSA and DC restraints, however, induces the second force field to sample an ensemble of conformations closely reproducing the starting reference ensemble ( Figure S9 B-E). Since in this procedure one knows exactly the coordinates of the reference, unrestrained and restrained ensembles, it is possible to perform highly detailed comparisons to calibrate the restraining method. In particular, we used the S matrix, a method that compares pairwise distributions in Cα-Cα distances of the protein in the two different ensembles. The definition of S matrix was given in previous works (16) . For every pair of residues of the protein, the S value ranges from 0 to 2 to indicate that two distributions of Cα-Cα distances are totally overlapping (S = 0) or totally separated (S = 2). A threshold of 0.7 was previously established to determine if two protein structural ensembles are similar or different (16) .
In the present calibration, we concluded that for PLN in DOPC bilayers, the optimal employment of replica-averaged restrained MD simulations is 16 ( Figure S9 E) .
Indeed the S matrix between reference ensemble and restrained ensemble made of 16 replicas shows that the two ensemble are significantly similar, with an error that matches the statistical error obtained by comparing two independent simulations made with the same reference ensemble setup.
Q Factor. To quantify the difference between experimental and theoretical NMR data we use the Q factor, which is defined for a generic NMR observable as: 
